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Abstract


The Law of Social Proof suggests that, in the absence of better information about


how to act in a given situation, humans will conform to the behavior of those sur-


rounding them. We test the Law of Social Proof by observing whether passers-by on a


busy sidewalk stop to look at an ordinary lamppost more frequently if two onlookers


are already staring at the lamppost than if nobody is staring at the lamppost. We find


that the Law of Social Proof correctly predicts that a higher proportion of passers-by


will look at the lamppost if two onlookers are already doing so.
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1 Introduction


The Law of Social Proof posits that humans, in the absence of better information, tend to


assume that the actions of those surrounding them reflect the proper social conduct in any


given situation [2]. This is an example of “herd behavior” — because humans seek acceptance


and belonging, they tend to blindly conform with the behavior of others [1]. Here, we test


the Law of Social Proof via a psychological experiment conducted on the campus of the


Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Will passers-by on a busy campus walkway be


more likely to look at an ordinary lamppost if two other people are staring at that lamppost


than if no other person is staring at that lamppost? We seek to answer this question and


analyze the results of the experiment in the context of the Law of Social Proof.


2 Methods


We selected a lamppost (Fig. 1) located across from MIT building 7 along a high-traffic


sidewalk. While standing at an unobtrusive distance, we counted the number of people


who looked at the lamppost among 40 people who walked by the lamppost on a weekday


afternoon. Then, we placed two people (“starers”) immediately in front of the lamppost. The


starers stared intently and pointed at the lamppost, pretending to be observing something


interesting on or near the lamppost. With the starers in place, we once again stood at an


unobtrusive distance and counted the number of people who looked at the lamppost among


40 people who walked by the lamppost under normal afternoon conditions. We conducted 3


trials with starers in place over the course of a single afternoon, terminating each trial when


40 people had passed by.
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Figure 1: The lamppost.


3 Results


The results (Table 1) of the experiment were striking. When no starers were in place, only


5 out of 40 passers-by (12.5%) looked at the lamppost. However, over the three trials with


starers in place, 36 out of 120 passers-by (30.0%) looked at the lamppost. The starers reported


that some passers-by even stopped and asked the starers what exactly they were looking at.


Trial Lookers Non-Lookers


Control (No Starers) 5 35


Trial 1 (Starers) 11 29
Trial 2 (Starers) 12 28
Trial 3 (Starers) 13 27


Table 1: Results


To analyze whether the proportion of passers-by who looked at the lamppost with no


starers present significantly differed from the proportion of passers-by who looked at the


lamppost with starers present, we perform a 2-proportion z-test. Testing the null hypoth-
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esis that the two proportions are equal against the alternative hypothesis that the propor-


tion of passers-by who would look with no starers present is less than the proportion of


passers-by who would look with starers present, we obtain z ≈ −2.19, corresponding to a


p−value ≈ 0.014. Thus, at the 5% significance level, we have sufficient evidence to reject the


null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis and conclude that the proportion of


passers-by who would look with no starers present is less than the proportion of passers-by


who would look with starers present.


4 Discussion and Conclusion


The results of this experiment demonstrate the Law of Social Proof in action on the MIT


campus. Passers-by felt compelled to mimic the behavior of the starers for no apparent


reason other than conformity. When faced with the sight of two people staring intently


at the lamppost, passers-by deemed it appropriate to stare at the lamppost as well, even


though they likely would not have stared at the lamppost in the absence of starers. Though


the samples in this experiment were not simple random samples, there is no reason to believe


that the passers-by we observed differed systematically from any other persons who would


walk past the lamppost on a weekday afternoon. Thus, we conclude that the Law of Social


Proof applied in this situation and applies in general to passers-by on sidewalks at MIT. It


may be of interest to perform the same experiment on different college campuses, on different


days of the week, and under different weather conditions to see if any of these factors affects


the proportion of passers-by who stop and look.
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